Call for actors and crew

Want to act in a film this summer?

Flight Animal Productions

Presents

Five Cups of Coffee
Written by Maren Anderson
Directed by Shaun Huston

Auditions for:
2 twenty-something females
1 twenty-something male
Extras
Crew contact Shaun Huston directly

Audition dates:
Thursday June 1, 11-12, Library 107
Friday June 2, 2-3 PM, HSS 334

Filming Dates: three weekends in July 2006, in and around Monmouth

Contact: Shaun Huston hustons@wou.edu
or Maren B. Anderson andersm@wou.edu

Advance copies of script available

You say you want WOU course credit?
You got it!

Film Studies and Theater elective credit available for actors and crew!